
 

 

Phase 1 Phonics 

When the children start phonics in September, we will be working on consolidating their phase 1 skills 

and introducing phase 2 (the introduction of single sounds and using them to blend and segment). To 

work securely within phase 2 the children need a strong foundation of phase 1 phonics.  

 

Phase 1 is based on attuning the children to sounds around them in the environment and sounds that 

are spoken. It includes environmental sounds, instrumental sounds, body percussion (e.g. clapping and 

stomping), rhythm and rhyme, alliteration, voice sounds, identifying initial sounds, oral blending and 

segmenting (e.g. hearing that d-o-g makes ‘dog’). Without a solid phase 1 foundation the children will 

struggle to segment and blend even simple words.  

 

Having been away from pre-school for an extended period of time, many children will find identifying 

initial sounds, oral segmenting/ blending and rhyming particularly challenging. Before starting school, 

the children would really benefit from extra support with this at home. Here are some of the 

activities we do at school to continue developing their phase 1 knowledge – 

 
Rhythm and Rhyme – making up rhythms (clapping, stomping, instruments, voice sounds etc) and 

seeing if your partner can copy it back. Reading rhyming stories and singing nursery rhymes. Clapping 

out the syllables in words. Trying to finishing a rhyming string (don’t worry too much if they make up 

at word to rhyme e.g cat, bat …… yat. We are more concerned that they understand it is the end 

sounds that sound the same rather than struggling to think of a real word to rhyme.  

 

Initial sounds – gather lots of objects from around the room and put them in a bowl, one at a time 

take things out say the word and try and sound it out together (we say chop it up into sounds) and 

identify the first sound. When doing this it is really important that the children (or you) are not 

adding a schwa to the end of the sound e.g. saying /suh/ instead of /ssss/ or /muh/ instead of 

/mmm/. 

 

Oral blending – playing games such as ‘word detective’ or ‘silly Simon says’ e.g. ‘Put on your c-oa-t’, 

‘Can I have some t-oa-s-t’?’, or Simon says e.g. ‘put your hands on your h-ea-d’. Or play listening robot. 

Can the children unscramble the words that have been chopped up into sounds p-ar-k is park (not 

letters e.g. b-oa-t not b-o-a-t). 

 

Sound Walk – walk around outside/inside. Can the children tune into the different sounds they hear? 

Can they tell you what sound is what? Talk about loud and quiet sounds. Can they replicate these 

sounds? 

 

 
 


